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House Resolution 1398

By: Representatives Reeves of the 99th and Hong of the 103rd 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing the Georgia Advocates For Crime Prevention Inc. and Clayton Lee; and for1

other purposes.2

WHEREAS, Georgia Advocates for Crime Prevention Inc. (GACP), founded in November3

2019, is a pivotal 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization dedicated to fostering a safer environment4

within the Asian community and the broader metro Atlanta area through strategic crime5

prevention initiatives; and6

WHEREAS, Clayton Lee, as a co-founder and the executive director of GACP, has7

demonstrated unparalleled commitment and tireless effort toward building the organization's8

outstanding reputation for excellence; and9

WHEREAS, under the stewardship of Mr. Lee, GACP has conceptualized and successfully10

executed a series of gala events and activities aimed at recognizing the valor and dedication11

of law enforcement officers in the community; and12

WHEREAS, through its proactive advocacy and educational campaigns, GACP has13

significantly contributed to the awareness and prevention of crime within the Asian14

American and Pacific Islander (AAPI) communities in this state; and15
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WHEREAS, Mr. Lee's past involvements with various community service committees and16

advisory boards, including the Duluth City Mayor's Advisory Committee and the Gwinnett17

Place CID Education Advisory Committee, stand as further testament to his unwavering18

dedication to community service and improvement; and19

WHEREAS, the recognition and accolades received by Mr. Lee include the Georgia Trend20

Setter's Award and the Outstanding Citizen's Award from the Secretary of State of Georgia;21

and22

WHEREAS, GACP's initiatives such as organizing crime prevention seminars, sponsoring23

"Coffee with a Cop" events, and supporting law enforcement agencies through donations24

have played a vital role in fostering a culture of safety, understanding, and mutual respect25

within the community; and26

WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that the outstanding accomplishments of this27

extraordinary organization be appropriately recognized.28

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that29

the members of this body recognize and commend the Georgia Advocates For Crime30

Prevention Inc. as well as Clayton Lee for their many remarkable contributions on behalf of31

the citizens of this state and extend best wishes for continued growth, development, and32

success.33

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized34

and directed to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to the35

Georgia Advocates For Crime Prevention Inc.36
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